Having introduced California languages through song and storytelling, we now go to what might be thought of as a more basic and mundane function of language—that of referring to and describing the world around us.

I finished writing this essay on the day of the vernal equinox, when the sun rises due east and sets due west. The perception of this basic fact about the solar system is shared by everyone in the world: no matter where one is on earth, the sun rises due east on the equinox, and sets due west. And while the precise location of the sun varies on other days, it nonetheless rises and sets in the general vicinity of the east and west all the time. Because this is part of all human experience, words for east and west are extremely common (though not quite universal, as we shall see) in the languages of the world. In some languages the terms for east and west would translate literally as “place where the sun rises” and “place where the sun sets.” Note, on the other hand, that in the Mojave tale that introduced this chapter, the creator explained east and west as being where the dark comes from and goes.

Most languages also have words for north and south. This may of course be due simply to the logical need to talk about directions other than east and west, and that may be coupled with an innate sense of geometry that leads humans to set up lines at right angles to each other. But also, just as with the words for east and west, there are natural phenomena that lead to the establishment of the terms for north and south. Many animals—birds, for instance—have a sense of direction based on ability to perceive the magnetic field of the earth, which means they perceive north and south directly through this sense. And whether we do or not, humans all over the world see birds migrate every year from north to south, and then south to
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north. Native Californians have a long tradition of astronomy as well, and anyone who often sleeps under the stars knows the North Star (Polaris, the Pole Star), that always stays in the same place while all the constellations wheel around it.

Directions in relation to the land and water

The importance in many California languages of words showing direction of movement is demonstrated by this brief excerpt from a Wintu tale:

They went to the east side of the house, they went around to the east side, and after that they went up the hill to the north, following him running. They went northward at a running pace over the north flat, wishing to see the man who had gone down the hill northward. And the man was not there but there lay his tracks going forward. And they ran, they went at a running pace, they went rapidly. And at the South-slope-climb, when they came in full view of the north, they looked northward but they did not see him. (Lee 1959, 139)

While the cardinal directions are used with great frequency in this passage, it also contains many words that talk about direction with regard to features of the landscape instead—“up the hill,” “down the hill,” and “over the flat,” for example. For many languages of California, direction words are not based on the sun, but rather on geographical features, and the direction of flow of the watercourses. The use of riverine direction words is mainly the case in northern California, and during a recent trip to Hupa, Yurok and Karuk country, the reason for this was borne home to me clearly. The mountains are innumerable, steep-sided and high, ranging from difficult to downright dangerous to climb. The river terraces are the only places where towns can be built, and the only way to get anywhere is and always has been to travel in or along the river. People used to travel in boats and on foot; now winding roads along the watercourses add cars to the same routes. On our trip, we travelled upriver or downriver. Whether we went east or west or north or south at any given moment was fleeting and irrelevant to our general direction.

A.L. Kroeber explained the riverine direction terminology very well, and I quote him at length here.
determined for most California tribes by the prevailing direction of their streams as much as by the meridian of the sun. The rectangular and parallel disposition of drainage in the greater part of the State must have contributed to this attitude. Only in southern California, where water runs far apart and intermittently, and the ceremonializing symbolism of the southwestern tribes is a near influence, is it certain that we encounter true terms of solar orientation. (Kroeber 1925, 15–16)

My friend Jean Perry says that she learned a good lesson in the Yurok river-oriented directionals one day when she was staying with Florence Shaughnessy in her lovely home near the mouth of the Klamath River. Jean was trying to cook dinner on a stove that was still unfamiliar to her, and was having a hard time figuring out which way to turn the knobs to reduce the flame. Florence finally clarified it for her by saying, "It's like this: you turn it down by turning the knob 'downriver', and up 'upriver.'"

The use of landmarks instead of cardinal directions makes perfect sense in a country like northern California, where there are rivers and mountains everywhere, where people follow watercourses in their journeys, and where travelling in a straight line is simply impossible. But in fact, speakers of northern California languages still must have had the concepts of the cardinal directions, at least with regard to movement of celestial bodies, because they have a strong tradition of astronomy. Nancy Richardson pointed out to me that, in the following Karuk tale where Coyote kicks dirt in four directions to celebrate arriving home, he kicks dirt in the four cardinal directions—but the directions are named for landmarks.
And Coyote jumped up. And he said, “My country!” And he kicked earth out towards the river. And he kicked it out from tishánuùk [a village site at Camp Creek, below Orleans]. He kicked it out from kátítipírak [a village site across-stream from Camp Creek]. He kicked it out from táuyúvú [a village site at Ullathorne Creek, below Camp Creek]. Coyote was so happy, when he came back to his country. That’s why he kicked it out. (Bright 1957, 169)

Kúngúpiip, “Xáatik ‘áppap yúruk ‘uvuunúpahitíh, káru ‘áppap káruk ‘uvuunúpovúthi.”
(The gods) said, “Let (the river) flow downstream on one side, and flow upstream on the other side.”

Xáatik vaa ‘ukupitíh.”
Let it do that.”

Kári xás “chémni.”
Then (they said), “All right.”

Vaa ‘uum vúra payúruk tá kúniitírup tuthívruhrup yúruk.
When they traveled downstream by boat, they floated downstream.

Ithyáru k’na ‘ápviitrooveesh, ‘uthiéruhrorooveesh káru, káruk ‘uvuunúpovahíh pa’ishísháhá.
They would travel back upstream on the other side, they would float upstream also, the water was flowing upstream.

Kári xás phnérephích ‘uppiip, “Púuhara.
Then Coyote said, “No.

Xáyíaaat vaa ‘ukupitíh.
Let it not do that.

Kóovúra yúruk kánvuuunupahitíh.
Let it all float downstream.

Vaa ‘uum vúra kán ‘ífmaráppliit kamikitaaturoovúthíh, káruk ‘uvitroovúthíh.”
Let the new married man push his way upstream there, (when) he is traveling upstream.”

—Bright, The Karok Language, pp. 200-201

**Directional affixes**

To the English speaker, one of the most amazing aspects of the grammar of most California languages is how much can be said in a single word. Verbs, especially, through processes of affixation, are incredibly rich in meaning. Directional affixes are part of this complex verb structure in many languages. For example, in Yana, directional are obligatory on verbs of motion. One cannot simply say that someone is “going” without saying which direction he or she is going in. So in Yahi (Ishí’s language, a variety of Yana), there is a full set of suffixes that go on verbs of motion, one set for going in a cardinal direction, and another for coming from a cardinal direction. And these are also different from the independent words for the cardinal directions.

**t’édjí “west”**
- pdjí “to the west, in the west”
- haucu “from the west”

Doors of traditional Karuk houses are on the upriver side of the house facing the river. Yurok doors are at the downstream corner of the house. Photo of Karuk house at Ká’im’iin courtesy of California State Parks.
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t'ënauna “east”
-hau, -au “to the east, in the east”
-t'kN “from the east”
t'ëndjam “north”
-sdjam, -djam “to the north, in the north”
-gam “from the north”

Directional suffixes in Karuk

-mu thither
-ruhu hence downriverward
-unih down from a considerable height; hence downhillward
-uraa up to a considerable height; hence uphillward
-rôovu hence upriverward
-sip(riv) up to the height of a man or less
-kath hence across a body of water
-kara horizontally away from the center of a body of water
-kara into one's mouth
-rámnih into a container
-vara in through a tubular space
-rúphih in through a solid
-furuk into an enclosed space
-vrín in opposite directions
-váravya here and there within an enclosed space

-ira hither; hither from downriver; hither from downhill
-faku hither from uphill
-varak hither from upriver
-ish(tih) down from the height of a man or less
-zina hither from across a body of water
-ripaa horizontally toward the center of a body of water
-rupaa out of one's mouth
-rihuk out of a container
-kiv out through a tubular space
-rúprav out through a solid
-rúpuk out of an enclosed space
-tunva toward each other
-thuna here and there in an open area

—Bright, The Karok Language, p. 95

Uriver, Downriver

t'ënt’p’a “south”
-t’p’a “to the south, in the south”
-wacu “from the south”

Like the Yurok language, Yahi also has many directional affixes that are in reference to landmarks rather than the cardinal directions. But Yahi, unlike Yurok and Karuk, combines the landmark directional with the cardinal directional. Here are a few examples out of hundreds that can be found in texts:

bah-du-wil-gam’
(run-back-across stream-to north)
He ran back north across the stream.

bi-lo-t’p’a-ant’
(go-up on mountain-south-then)
Then they went south up on the mountain.

néh-du-rí-hau’
(walk-back-down hill-east)
He went back east down hill.

djé-yemai-eit’-gam
(came dancing-in midst-off-from north)
He came dancing into their midst from the north.

Directional prefixes or directional suffixes take up pages of description in grammars of California languages. In the box on the previous page is a rich set of such affixes from Karuk. As in the other languages of northern California, the directional affixes of Karuk tend to refer to landmarks such as rivers and hills, and to other types of objects that movement occurs in reference to. So for example, path means 'throw'; pathfaku 'to throw down from uphill', pathfuruk 'to throw into the house', etc.

Egocentric directionals

It was interesting to see that he was aware of the differences due to tones, but of course he had no idea of arranging tones in a sequence or scale. And my conception of a tone as "low" and another as "high" was extremely puzzling to him. "Why don't you say that one is to the right and the other to the left?" he asked. I had no answer, of course. (de Angulo 1932, 24)
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In English, besides our words for cardinal directions and all our prepositions, we have the words “left” and “right,” which refer to the two sides of our own bodies. These are used as direction words as well, so that we can tell people to look left, or turn right at the third stoplight. Unlike all the other directionals we have mentioned here, “left” and “right” are egocentric terms: they are about orientation on the human body rather than environment. The problem comes when we are talking face to face with someone—our left is his right and vice versa. The order “Look left!” confuses conversational participants. My left or yours?

Some languages of Native California don’t talk about right and left hands at all; they talk about east and west hands, or north and south hands, or upriver and downriver hands. So the hands change names depending on which way someone is facing. As Dorothy Lee eloquently states it in *Freedom and Culture:*

The Wintu use of left and right, as compared with ours, shows again the difference in orientation. When we go for a walk, the hills are to our right, the river to our left; when we return, the hills change and the river, while we remain the same, since we are the pivot, the focus. Now the hills have pivoted to the left of me. This has been English practice for many years, since at least the fourteenth century. To the Wintu, the terms left and right refer to inextricable aspects of his body, and are very rarely used. I think that only once the term left occurs in my texts, referring to a left-handed mythical hero; I cannot remember any occurrence of the term for the right. When the Wintu goes up the river, the hills are to the west, the river to the east; and a mosquito bites him on the west arm. When he returns, the hills are still to the west, but, when he scratches his mosquito bite, he scratches his east arm. The geography has remained unchanged, and the self has had to be reoriented in relation to it.* (Lee 1959, 139)

* My father recently pointed out to me that in baseball parlance, a naming reminiscent of Lee’s description has developed: a left-handed pitcher is called a “southpaw.” This is due to the old practice of putting home plate on the west end of the field, thus decreeing automatically that a pitcher’s left hand will always be to the south. The name still holds nowadays even though, in some of the modern indoor fields, home plate is put somewhere else than in the west.

Most Native American languages do have constant names for their hands, but as Lee says, these are not directional names. The Havasupais call the right hand sal gahána, the “good hand,” thus revealing the tendency for right-hand preference common to all human societies, and the left hand is sal gathát, “Coyote hand.” But a Havasupai would never tell somebody to turn “Coyote” or “good” at the corner! I bet the long-ago Europeans who first named their hands thousands of years ago didn’t say “go right” or “go left” either when they were giving travel directions (after all, “right” means “good,” just as in Havasupai). Using these words as directionals probably only came about when people started losing their sense of closeness to the land, so that movement oriented to their own bodies became easier to understand than movement oriented to natural features. Maybe it was the development of city streets laid out as grid lines, often ignoring both the cardinal directions and the land forms, that led to this use of body orientation for directionals.